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Imitation, both gestural and vocal, has been acknowledged to be at the origin of human
communication (Donald, 1991). Music is often considered to be the first means of
communication of emotion via both vocal and gestural synchronization (Malloch, 1999;
Malloch and Trevarthen, 2009). Instrumental music is part of the human heritage for
more than 35,000 years before our era (Aimé et al., 2020). However, very little is known
about the acquisition of gestures that produce sounds (i.e., musical gestures) and their
role in the development of music and musicality. In the present paper, we propose
that studying early synchronous imitation of musical gestures is essential both for
investigating the development of the early action–perception system and for outlining
early music interventions during infancy. We designed double musical objects which
can be used in preschool music education for prompting synchronic imitation of musical
gestures between adult and child, and between dyads of infants. We conclude by
proposing a novel pedagogical perspective in music education for the early years which
links the privileged orientation of infants and children towards sound discoveries with
the development of perception-action coupling via imitation of musical gestures.

Keywords: imitation, gesture, action-perception coupling, children, music, sound exploration

INTRODUCTION

Imitative multimodal abilities have been acknowledged to be fundamental during infancy, for
acquiring linguistic, social and emotional competences (Simpson et al., 2014; Kugiumutzakis
and Trevarthen, 2015). If vocal imitation is correlated with speech development (Kuhl and
Meltzoff, 1996), gestural imitation is also highly predictive of communicative development (Uzgiris,
1972, 1999). Through functional plasticity, early imitation is at the core of both learning and
communication experience (Nadel, 2014).

From birth onwards, infants imitate gestures (Field et al., 1982; Meltzoff and Moore,
1983; Soussignan et al., 2011; Meltzoff et al., 2018), and sounds (Kugiumutzakis, 1998)
that they have in their motor repertoire. They also imitate the rhythm of a vocal model
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(Papoušek and Papoušek, 1989), thus underlining that imitation
is an interpersonal phenomenon. Within this framework,
reciprocal imitations of early vocal interactions in mother-infant
dyads are well documented (Kugiumutzakis, 2017). Musical
acoustic techniques applied to proto- conversations show how
a mother speaking to her infant produces musically organized
utterances to which the infant responds synchronously by
moving in rhythmic expressive ways (Trevarthen, 2002). Indeed,
gestural synchronic imitation is the first format underlying music,
very early in infancy (Zentner and Eerola, 2010), as shown by the
widespread practice of infant-directed music production such as
lullabies and nursery rhymes (Trehub et al., 1993; Trehub, 2000).

Though synchrony is needed to perform any social
interaction, a privileged use of synchronic imitation is music:
piano duets, orchestral playing, jam sessions, singing together, all
require matching one’s rhythm to that of a partner. However, the
evolution of young children’s motor imitation during musical
play has been poorly investigated.

This perspective paper aims to underline the potentialities of
early synchronic imitation of musical gestures; this particular
category of gestures that produce sound. As a novel research
field, it could first, give new insights into the origins and
the development of human musical experience, with specific
emphasis on children’s music production with objects and related
emotional experience during such practice. Secondly, it can
constitute an excellent context for identifying the development
of perception-action coupling in music production. Finally, we
suggest potential lines of research, both in music education and in
music psychology. We propose designs and procedures enabling
to elicit the imitation of musical gestures for music education and
early therapeutic interventions in infancy.

IMITATION IN EARLY PHASES OF
DEVELOPMENT

It is argued that neonatal imitation is a specific form of
general imitation abilities that develop throughout the lifespan
(Maratos, 1998). Neonatal imitation, although experience-
dependent, adapts action to perception with high plasticity. The
plasticity of early imitation is of paramount importance for
further development as it allows vicarious processes to take
place (Nadel, 2014). Interestingly for our specific perspective,
newborns imitate not only facial gestures but also precise bodily
movements such as finger movements and can match the specific
dynamics of an action pattern (Nagy et al., 2005).

The development of imitation in infancy requires the
acquisition of a wide range of procedures around the same
motor patterns, including vocal patterns, the storage of
corresponding sensorimotor feedbacks and motor imagery,
and the recall of somatotopic and proprioceptive information
related to movement and sound perception (Nadel, 2014).
Indeed, imitation enriches an individual’s motor repertoire
with gestures and actions that are acquired via watching
or listening to other people. Moreover, besides the learning
function, an essential function of imitation during infancy
is non-verbal communication through synchronic sharing of

motor patterns between partners (Nadel, 2014). The interactive
emotional engagement during such shared actions producing
sounds is likely to help the development of social and emotional
abilities. During synchronic imitation, infants co-regulate their
actions with an adult (Fogel, 1993) and, from two months
on, they take conversational turns by alternating the roles of
imitator and model, in a circle of reciprocity (Nadel, 2002).
Many studies have demonstrated that infants immediately
know if someone is synchronously engaged with them or not
(Murray and Trevarthen, 1985; Nadel et al., 1999). In adults,
electrophysiological studies reveal that synchrony emerges in the
oscillation of brain waves during synchronic imitation (Tognoli
et al., 2007; Dumas et al., 2010). When we do the same at the
same time, we interact via sharing actions or representations. We
share our motor patterns, the most intimate part of ourselves. We
generate similar motor outputs that produce common visual and
auditory outcomes (Nadel, 2014).

Within this framework, sound appears to play a crucial
role in the development of infants’ and children’s ability to
match others’ behaviors (Jones, 2009; Piaget, 2013). Although
human beings need imitation abilities to synchronize with others
during interactions, a privileged context requiring synchronous
capacities is music production.

MUSIC AS A PRIVILEGED CONTEXT
FOR SYNCHRONIC IMITATION

Moving rhythmically to a musical beat and synchronizing to
a proposed rhythm is observed in every human culture (Nettl,
2000) and very early in infancy (Zentner and Eerola, 2010),
making it probably a universal musical experience. Synchronic
imitation of movements, voices and sounds is one of the
key characteristics of music-making during ritual experiences
(Dissanayake, 2006). Human orientation and the ability to
synchronize to proposed rhythm sequences could represent
a cognitive adaptation for music-making (Patel and Iversen,
2006; Cross and Woodruff, 2009; Fitch and Popescu, 2019).
Synchronous imitation of rhythms and gestures have positive
effects on affiliation processes (Hove and Risen, 2009) and
on the increase of prosocial behaviors in infancy (Kirschner
and Tomasello, 2010; Cirelli et al., 2014). Peer imitation
significantly influences expressive movements in response to
music stimulus, in both preschool and kindergarten children
(Flohr and Brown, 1979).

It is known that music-making with others is a multimodal
activity that engages brain networks, including the mirror neuron
system, particularly in the case of sensorimotor synchronization
(Repp and Su, 2013). During music performance, where
participants were asked to judge the degree of “groove”
in the music presentation, sensorimotor coupling strength
was significantly associated with higher levels of groove
(Tomic and Janata, 2008).

In adults, areas of the brain associated with the processing
of reward are active when individuals experience synchrony
during joint music-making, and these reward signals are
associated with an increase of prosocial behavior toward the
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music partner (Kokal et al., 2011). It has been shown that
subjective entrainment, at both motor and visceral levels,
with music tempi and rhythms, is correlated with emotional
feelings emerging during music listening (Labbé and Grandjean,
2014). Furthermore, in Wiltermuth and Heath (2009) study,
participants engaged in synchronous or asynchronous walking,
singing, and hand movement activities. The participants who had
synchronized with each other proved to be more cooperative
than the others. Whether this is the case also for children,
is still unknown. Double musical objects may offer a suitable
methodology to document this question.

Even if synchronous imitation is commonly adopted in music
learning, its pedagogical applications have just started to be of
systematic interest (Buccino et al., 2004). Emerging research, for
example, is starting to reflect on the role of mirror neurons in
music teaching and learning abilities (e.g., Addessi and Volpe,
2011; Schiavio and Timmers, 2016).

THE ORIGINS OF MUSIC PRODUCTION:
THE MUSICAL GESTURE

In recent years, embodied music cognition has started to
reconsider the role and foundations of musical gestures in
adults (Godøy and Leman, 2010). From this perspective, music
cognition is not just a matter of perception, but involves the whole
human body via acting (Varela et al., 2016). Likewise, in infancy,
sound perception is linked to the motor action performed
to create it. Active experience is critical to modulate motor
activity during action perception early in development (Gerson
et al., 2015). Among 10-month-old infants the researchers
demonstrated a direct, causal effect of the active experience of
sound-making gestures on the neural correlates of the same
action perception (Gerson et al., 2015).

Similarly, musical gestures match their temporal profiles with
the emotion expressed (Juslin and Laukka, 2004) and support
universal expressions of emotion (Sievers et al., 2013), as physical
and mental parts of “inner life” (Langer, 1957). Music, voice and
movement are not only intimately related and share the same
dynamic model for expressing emotions (Bänziger et al., 2009;
Frühholz et al., 2016), but they are also the basis of human
communicative musicality (Malloch, 1999). In the same way,
musical gestures can represent a medium to create contact with a
patient in therapeutic contexts (Benenzon, 2007).

As recently reviewed by Flilippa in a submitted paper, only
a few studies that represents Figure 1 have investigated the
origin and ontogenesis of musical gestures, and none of them
has examined the role of perception-coupling via synchronic
imitation in the development of joint music-making.

However, in seminal studies mainly conducted for pedagogical
purposes, we can find qualitative descriptions of the acquisition
of musical gestures. In Delalande’s descriptions (Delalande, 2015)
when infants and young children create sounds by acting on
an object like a bunch of keys or a more complex object like a
zither or a cymbal, they produce repeated gestures, with simple
variations. When a particular sound holds the child’s attention,
they stand still for some seconds, and they often gaze at a

FIGURE 1 | Gives the example of two specific tools which have been tested
in kindergarten. Two examples of identical and shared sound objects.
Adapted with permission from Nuti and Filippa (2016).

caring listener, to share this new, significant discovery. This
new sound discovery is defined as trouvaille (Delalande, 2015;
Filippa, 2015). Attracted by this new sound, children concentrate
on sound production and they continue to explore it, through
repetitions and variations, a fundamental source of learning
(Imberty, 2003; Ambrosini et al., 2013). Thus, they develop
new musical gestures, and they enlarge their motor repertoire.
Using our design with identical double objects, each young
partner of a dyad would benefit from the other’s discovery,
and would enlarge their motor repertoire by listening and
playing the same.

IMITATION WITH DOUBLE IDENTICAL
SOUND OBJECTS

Given that synchrony is the primary vehicle of emotional
communication, and that synchronic imitation offers an ideal
way to learn and communicate at the same time, we propose
to use the procedure designed by Nadel with sound objects.
Nadel’s team developed a large series of experiments in order
to test the existence of a non-verbal format of communication
via synchronic imitation prior to language (see for instance
Nadel and Badonnière, 1882; Nadel and Pezé, 1993; Nadel, 2002,
2014). To allow synchrony to spontaneously take place, identical
objects were presented to dyads aged 15, 18, 21, 24, and 30
months and triads aged 30, 36, and 42 months. In one study
comparing the same dyads aged 24 months when presented with
10 duplicate objects and 20 different objects, it was possible to
show, while coding 31.875 s of protocols: that holds of similar
objects lasted far longer than holds of different objects (M = 31
vs. 13 s); that attention to the partner’s action was far higher
with similar objects in the hands (67 vs. 48%); that holds and
discards were mostly simultaneous with similar objects (less than
one second discard) while they were unrelated with different
objects in the hands; and that the partners take turns with high
degrees of symmetry between imitate and be imitated. Indeed,
in this experimental condition, a genuine communicative system
takes place that shows the three features of any communication
format: turn-taking, joint attention, and synchrony (Nadel
and Pezé, 1993). Since being imitated acts as a nebulization
of oxytocin for affiliative behavior in persons with ASD
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(Delaveau et al., 2015), we can predict that synchronic imitation
will impact on affiliative processes, during joint music-making
with similar musical objects.

Moreover, we can assume that sound gestures and perception
of sounds develop together from the first months of life and that
the execution of the sound gesture provides a unique advantage,
compared to pure observation, for the sensitivity to multisensory
synchrony (Gerson et al., 2015). On this assumption we can
predict that the imitation of sound gestures, early in infancy, may
represent an essential source for learning and socio-emotional
communicative skills. Inspired by the procedure and results, we
have designed musical tools likely to elicit synchronic imitation
of musical gestures (Filippa et al., 2020).

To conclude this perspective paper we propose that one
research area that is particularly well suited for investigating the
development of early imitation mechanisms is music, and, more
specifically, the imitation of musical gestures by infants. In this
context, the development of the early action–perception system
as part of children’s learning and communication strategies, is
specifically involved.

Interaction with pairs or with adults through the generation
of sounds is also characterized by emotional aspects such as
emotional resonance, shared feelings and affiliative processes
that can help infants to better understand social interactions.
It can also be argued that such shared emotional experiences
can train infants’ abilities to use emotion for regulating
social interactions.

Finally, we propose that eliciting the exploration of musical
gestures in infancy can have a significant impact on early
childhood music education, restoring the importance of bodily
gestures as the origin of human musicality.
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